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GRANCE HILL
Design in combination with unmatched functionality

Sensuous minimalism
Distinctive geometrical shape, furniture natural color
shades and advanced manufacturing technologies
provide singularity of interior design that embodies a
variety of forms, colors and accessories and still
maintains unparalleled coloring and elegance.

A pair of exquisite luminaires provides subdued and
diffused lighting in a living space creating positive and
desired atmosphere. Squat toilet and floor-mounted
bidet with their perfect flowing lines make the interior
aesthetically beautiful and create truly comfortable
environment.
Collection of enchanting ceramic products is
completed with seats and covers having soft-close
and noise-free system. The furniture is distinguished
by its functionality and conveniently arranged internal
shelves and drawers providing maximum space
usage.
Reliability and durability, practicability and luxurious
sophisticated design of the shower unit are
complemented by excellent technical features.
Application of damping systems, twin bearing rollers
and special magnetic seals reflects rigorous quality
approach and provides confidence and comfort in use.

on the price to quality ratio. Only proven and famous
in the global market components are used. Product life
cycle specified by the company is more than 20 years
– unmatched stability and reliability.

Being an exquisite complement to existing elements,
basin & bidet faucets and shower garniture are based
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SHOWER UNIT
Fully complies with aesthetic demands of modern cosmopolitan audience

SUPPLY

This modern sophisticated model perfectly blends with all bathroom fixtures and
furnishings. It evokes sensation of additional space in a bathroom and creates
atmosphere of respectability and wealth.
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Vendor code

: 12130060

Size

: 1000 x 1000 x 1850 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: shower fittings 12130070

Standard supply package includes: 10 mm tempered safety glass; special self-cleaning
coating; chromed brass hinges with lift-and-lower mechanism and door position control
system; set of wall sections to compensate wall roughness; aluminum stabilizers;
magnetic seals; chromed handles (2 pcs).
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SQUAT TOILET
Precise proportions on the outside & technical excellence inside

SUPPLY

Combining aesthetics, functionality and practicability, this model makes the interior
environment truly comfortable and entirely complies with Customers’ demands.
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Vendor code

: 12130010

Size

: 690 х 370 х 810 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 12130120; bidet 12130020

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl with horizontal discharge; tank having
seamless cast body, glazed inner surface and water underfeed; dual-mode drain Geberit
valves; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with soft-close cover and chromed metal
hinges; fixing set for mounting squat toilet on the floor; LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean
self-cleaning ceramic coating.
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ON-FLOOR CABINET
Clever design solution

SUPPLY

The wood fits harmoniously into contemporary-styled bathroom design and adds a note
of natural comfort and convenience. You can easily arrange your bathroom necessities in
commodious storage unit and complementary shelf at the bottom of the cabinet.
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Vendor code

: 12130030

Size

: 1080 х 530 х 750 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12130040; mirror 12130050

Standard supply package includes: on-floor cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings;
chrome color metal handle (6 pcs).
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BASIN
Creates effect of visual lightness and provides free space for storage of necessities

This model is the embodiment of audacious solutions and innovative technologies. The
basin will be a perfect complement to the on-floor cabinet of the same product line.

Vendor code

: 12130040

Size

: 1100 х 550 х 110 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12130080

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: basin; fixing set for built-in or general mounting.
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MIRROR
An excellent complement to a bathroom in classical style

This beautiful wood-framed mirror will surely add chic and distinctiveness to your interior
design. The mirror perfectly blends with a gorgeous on-floor cabinet.

Vendor code

: 12130050

Size

: 1000 х 45 х 800 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: cabinet 12130030

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: mirror; luminaire (2 pcs); fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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